Supracolloidal Self-Assembly of Divalent Janus 3D DNA Origami via Programmable Multivalent Host/Guest Interactions.
Cooperativity and multivalency of non-covalent interactions are well established concepts in supramolecular chemistry. Understanding their applicability to organize nanoparticle and colloid systems of increasing structural complexity relies on precision engineering of interaction patterns in so-called patchy colloidal molecules, which continues to be a great challenge. Here, we introduce divalent 3D DNA origami cuboids as truly monodisperse colloids and harness their ability for precision functionalization with defined patches and defined numbers of supramolecular binding motifs. We demonstrate that even Adamantane/β-Cyclodextrin host/guest inclusion complexes of moderate association strength can induce efficient supracolloidal fibrillization at high dilution of the 3D DNA Origami due to cooperative multivalency. We show details on the assembly of Janus and non-Janus 3D DNA origami into supracolloidal homo- and heterofibrils with respect to multivalency effects, electrostatic screening and stoichiometry. We believe that the merger of 3D DNA origami with colloidal self-assembly and supramolecular motifs provides new synergies at the interface of these disciplines to better understand multivalency effects, and promote structural complexity, and non-DNA assembling and switching mechanisms in DNA nanoscience.